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Abstract: Background: In the United Kingdom National Health Service (NHS), digital transformation programmes have resulted in the creation of pseudonymised linked datasets of patient-level medical records across all NHS and social care services. In the Southeast England counties of East and West Sussex, public health intelligence analysts based in local authorities (LAs) aimed to use the newly created “Sussex Integrated Dataset” (SID) for identifying cohorts of patients who are at risk of early onset multiple long-term conditions (MLTCs). Analysts from the LAs were among the first to have access to this new dataset. Methods: Data access was assured as the analysts were employed within joint data controller organisations and logged into the data via virtual machines following approval of a data access request. Analysts examined the demographics and medical history of patients against multiple external sources, identifying data quality issues and developing methods to establish true values for cases with multiple conflicting entries. Service use was plotted over timelines for individual patients. Results: Early evaluation of the data revealed multiple conflicting within-patient values for age, sex, ethnicity and date of death. This was partially resolved by creating a “demographic milestones” table, capturing demographic details for each patient for each year of the data available in the SID. Older data (≥5 y) was found to be sparse in events and diagnoses. Open-source code lists for defining long-term conditions were poor at identifying the expected number of patients, and bespoke code lists were developed by hand and validated against other sources of data. At the start, the age and sex distributions of patients submitted by GP practices were substantially different from those published by NHS Digital, and errors in data processing were identified and rectified. Conclusions: While new NHS linked datasets appear a promising resource for tracking multi-service use, MLTCs and health inequalities, substantial investment in data analysis and data architect time is necessary to ensure high enough quality data for meaningful analysis. Our team made conceptual progress in identifying the skills needed for programming analyses and understanding the types of questions which can be asked and answered reliably in these datasets.
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1. Introduction

In England, one of four countries of the United Kingdom (UK), digital transformation plans have been underway in the National Health Service (NHS) for several years, first within Sustainability and Transformation Plans (STPs) announced in NHS planning guidance in 2015 [1]. STPs were succeeded by integrated care systems, made up of NHS organisations and upper-tier local authorities (LAs), with 42 systems covering the whole of England in 2018/2019 planning guidance [2]; in July 2022, these then became known as Integrated Care Partnerships (ICPs; made up of NHS integrated care boards and upper-tier LAs), putting them on a statutory footing [3,4].

Digital transformation programmes are designed to bring data and technology together to provide better health and care services for their ICP populations. In the counties of East and West Sussex, on the Southeast coast of England, the digital strategy has resulted in the development of the Sussex Integrated Dataset (SID). SID includes de-identified and linked health and social care data from the whole population to help commissioners and service providers better understand the Sussex population, identify those at risk of poor health and design and run better services to improve population health [5].

ICPs are responsible for the health and care of their population and therefore include all NHS providers in the region as well as local authorities who are responsible for delivering social care and public health interventions and improvements [6]. Part of this responsibility includes establishing effective public health intelligence (PHI), including using relevant health and social care data [7]. The local authorities in Sussex (East Sussex County Council (ESCC), West Sussex County Council (WSCC), and Brighton and Hove City Council (BHCC)) were particularly interested in using the newly developed SID for executing their public health intelligence responsibilities. Whilst some public health intelligence tasks involve record-level datasets, the majority utilise aggregated data outputs that have been extensively cleaned, and often data are accompanied by metadata and caveats. SID, contrastingly, at project start, was an uncurated “data lake” undergoing minimal cleaning, and formed of multiple patient-level entries for most of the Sussex population across all health and social care services, recorded over several years.

Public health intelligence teams across Sussex planned to make use of the SID to inform strategy and to better understand the health and care needs of the local population. They wanted to use the SID to track individuals’ patterns of service use, understand the distribution of long-term conditions within the population, build a complex description of co-morbidities’ clustering and accumulation over time, and learn methods to present multidimensional longitudinal data in a way that would be easily understood by decision-makers. The overall aim of securing this intelligence would be to reduce the gap in healthy life expectancy between the least and most deprived populations by designing interventions aimed at delaying the age of onset of multiple long-term conditions.

In this project, we aimed to work across the interface of academic data scientists and local authority analysts to investigate the structure of the SID data for the first time and to prepare the team for using the SID to answer the public health intelligence aims described above. In this article, we report on what we found in the dataset, what problems needed to be addressed, and how these were solved. Our aim is to share this learning with other teams using novel health and care-linked datasets for the first time.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The Data Source: Sussex Integrated Dataset

Sussex ICP has secured data flows from nearly all NHS and local authority (LA) providers across Sussex, including GP practices (97% sign up at the end of 2022), Adult Social Care, Community Care, Mental Health, Acute Trusts (Hospital Care) and Emergency Care (Ambulance Service). The data flows into SID are depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The data flowing into SID as of November 2022. Abbreviations: BHCC—Brighton and Hove City Council, ESCC—East Sussex County Council, WSCC—West Sussex County Council, SCFT—Sussex Community Foundation NHS Trust, ESHT—East Sussex Health Trust, SPFT—Sussex Partnership Foundation NHS Trust, UHSx—University Hospitals Sussex, QVH—Queen Victoria Hospital, East Grinstead, SECAMB—South East Coast Ambulance Service.

From GP practices, data flows from the primary care electronic health records (EHR) source system (either TPP or EMIS) to the NHS Commissioning Support Unit and from there via a pseudonymisation process into the SID. Data is supplied monthly. Use of the pseudonymiser in this way ensures that no identifiable data leaves the provider’s premises. Once the data lands in the SID, automatic processing validates and cleans data items as necessary and provides a reporting or semantic layer against which analysts can issue queries. The creation of the semantic layer has taken a significant amount of time to develop, and this process is still ongoing. The initial data set that the team worked on lacked much of what is now considered standard, such as clustered code sets, enhanced data quality and reporting objects designed specifically for grouping and aggregation; these are now in place but were developed alongside or after this project.
Only structured health and care data, making use of clinical coding systems (ICD-10 [8], SNOMED-CT [9], Read [10–12] and OPCS codes [13]), are flowed into the SID. Both Read and SNOMED alphanumeric or numeric codes are accompanied by plain English descriptive terms giving the clinical concept represented by the code. No unstructured text data (clinic notes, letters, or reports) are contributed to SID. Data are de-identified and pseudonymised by removal of all structured fields containing names, addresses and dates of birth (only age at event date is supplied). A unique patient can be linked across multiple data sources by their SID ID, created from an encrypted version of their unique NHS identifier plus their date of birth, although neither piece of information is imported into the SID. Every clinical event is accompanied by two date stamps: the event date (when the clinical event occurred) and the process date (when it was recorded in the EHR).

2.2. How Data Was Accessed

Access to the SID is achieved via submitting a Data Access Request (DAR) to be assessed against a set of “guard rails” by the SID Analytics Working Group. DARs can be submitted by analysts employed by any data-contributing Sussex-based NHS or LA organisation, who are all joint data controllers for the SID.

The DAR for this project specified that LA analysts would interrogate the SID to:

1. Identify efficient methods for evaluating the number of data sources for each individual;
2. Evaluate data quality and completeness of diagnostic codes for long term conditions and whether the number of people with a condition in SID was equivalent to numbers reported through traditional routes;
3. Develop early methods for describing multiple service use by an individual;
4. Explore the application of longitudinal modelling to identify individuals developing 2 or more long-term conditions at different ages, their socio-demographic risk factors and their service use;
5. Develop advanced presentation methods to communicate intelligence from these models to decision-makers in an easy-to-understand way.

Once the DAR was approved, the team gained access to SID via virtual machines. Database access security constraints ensured that only the data specified as needed in the DAR could be viewed. Access to the cloud-based virtual machines was controlled through an existing East Sussex Health Trust (ESHT) Azure tenancy.

Data were initially queried using Jupyter notebooks (a web-based interactive computing platform) and analyses written in SQL and R languages (R version R.4.1.0) before workflows were set up in R Studio to establish a connection to the database, execute queries, and complete further analyses. Packages used in R included tidyverse, dbplyr, zoo, epitools, DBI, odbc, keyring, httr and rvest. Data manipulation was run using R scripts so that the team could record their steps, annotate workings and, importantly, share the whole analysis process rather than just the output. Credentials were encrypted in R environment variables, and as data objects were stored in the memory of the R session, it meant that local copies of records were not stored on the machines.

2.3. Data Quality Assessment Methods, including Comparison of Other Datasets to SID Outputs

The database was so large and heterogeneous that it was not possible to view or browse the whole dataset or even summarise it with simple descriptive figures. For example, there were over 3 billion consultation or encounter records. This was challenging as we could not be sure of what we saw on the screen; queries always represented the raw data or the breadth of possible values. There were often parsing errors that stripped out or added incoherent values during querying. Therefore, we compared values delivered from queries (e.g., how many patients have diabetes?) with expected values from other openly available sources of data held on the Sussex population. We used the following datasets for comparisons:

1. Disease prevalence from the UK Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) [14];
2. National Diabetes Audit public reports on prevalence [15];
3. National Cancer Registration and Analysis Service (NCRAS) incidence figures [16]
4. Cardiovascular Disease Prevention Audit (CVDPREVENT), produced by the Office for Health Improvement and Disparities and the NHS Benchmarking Network [17];
5. Number of maternity admissions in secondary care from local analysis of Hospital Episode Statistics and comparisons of overall numbers of emergency and elective admissions [18];
6. Numbers of patients registered to primary care (GP) organisations [19];
7. Office for National Statistics Death Data [20].

We also worked with local stakeholders, such as commissioners, to corroborate the number of referrals to mental health and social care services.

2.4. Methods for Identifying Multiple Long-Term Conditions—Development and Validation of Code Lists

We developed methods to identify patients having certain conditions in the absence of disease registers. We extracted this information from primary care encounter data, as well as linked hospital records using a set of machine-readable codes (a code list) to represent each clinical entity (e.g., SNOMED, Read Codes, ICD Codes, OPCS codes). The primary care data were split into multiple tables: appointments, encounters, referrals, medications, and problems. In the first instance, we searched the problems table for evidence (using the diagnosis codes in code lists) of each condition.

We used two open-access British code list repositories (HDR Phenotype Library [21] and Open Codelists [22]) to source lists of clinical codes representing 11 long-term conditions of particular interest to the local authorities, identified as important in their Joint Strategic Needs Assessment [23] and also because there were some established prevalence figures collected in the aforementioned data sources. The 11 conditions were: asthma, atrial fibrillation, cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), dementia, depression, diabetes, epilepsy, heart failure, serious mental illness (SMI) and stroke.

To validate the code lists, we used the numerators from disease registers in QOF as a benchmark prevalence estimate. The primary care data in SID contained Read codes and SNOMED codes, and we utilised code lists from both coding systems to be as exhaustive as possible in searching. In most cases, the SNOMED code represented the same condition or definition as the Read code, but in some cases, only one field was complete.

The second step in validating code lists was to use text pattern matching on the descriptive terms (rather than just the codes) to identify if some custom codes were being used. This highlighted several instances of relevant codes which were added to the open-source code lists. This worked better for some conditions that were easier to define or had relatively few codes (e.g., asthma and atrial fibrillation compared to cancer, coronary heart disease, or heart failure, which had thousands of codes). We applied this approach with caution as there were a number of negated clinical entities in codes (e.g., “no evidence of asthma,” “not asthma”), so we made sure only relevant, positive codes were included.

In the case where an individual could have two conflicting codes (asthma/not asthma), codes were sequenced by activity date so that if asthma was coded more recently, then the individual was designated currently asthmatic in the absence of a record showing resolved asthma. If the individual had a positive asthma code first, followed by a “no asthma” code second, then we deduced resolved asthma.

Some Read codes have special characters such as full stops (e.g., “Atrial Fibrillation and Flutter” is “G573.” and “Exercise induced Asthma” is “173A.”). We found that parsing factors for data as it was processed into SID had led to special characters being removed from codes (for some but not all records). Therefore, we needed to create multiple versions of codes that included and excluded any special characters.

Having applied code lists to extract cases from the problem table, we additionally ran the lists on the encounter tables, as we discovered these were much more likely to be populated with diagnosis codes. The challenge here was that the encounter table was much larger in terms of number of records than the problem table, and the processing power in
the virtual machines for accessing the data was not suitable for running queries over the encounter tables. Therefore, we ran queries over a random sample of 1000 patients and manually screened results to find and exclude additional relevant or non-relevant codes.

Once the improved SID-specific code lists were finalised, the team used these to query much larger cohorts of patients in the database to retrieve all relevant populations with the conditions of interest. The number of long-term conditions per patient by age group was calculated. We plotted the proportion of patients in a GP practice at each age group with 1, 2, 3, 4 or \( \geq 5 \) conditions. These are well-established plots that generally have a predictable shape (see, for example, [24]).

2.5. Visualisation of Multidimensional Longitudinal Data

Patient journey plots (sometimes known as theographs) of service use were made to identify what events and observations took place over time. These plots were created as a way of summarising a lot of information about a patient’s interaction with Sussex services over time in a simple way; to demonstrate the value and potential of visualising data held across the database for a given patient identifier. These plots are increasingly used in case reviews from care providers [25].

2.6. Ethics Statement

In the UK, NHS patient data which is rendered functionally anonymous and curated for public health purposes does not need Research Ethics Committee (REC) approval [26]. Data in SID is stripped of all identifiers such as name, date of birth (only age at consultation date is given), address, etc., so that patients become anonymous. Data users sign a formal agreement that no attempts at re-identification will be made. Certain highly sensitive data, such as HIV status or termination of pregnancy, is not routinely extracted from clinics and held within SID. As data is processed (lawfully) without patient consent, the SID team is committed to engaging with Sussex citizens about how they would like their data to be used for public health purposes and research and what safeguards they would like to see [27].

3. Results

3.1. Data Quality Activities to Identify an Analysable Cohort

In SID, hundreds of providers across multiple data systems were adding record-level data to an expanding “data lake.” As the team started to work with the data, it became apparent that an understanding of how data moves from the provider to the database is necessary in order to resolve the challenges of partial and sometimes conflicting metadata and demographic data.

3.1.1. Conflicting Demographic Values

We identified multiple conflicting values within individuals for age (year of birth was redacted, so only an age value was given at each event or consultation), ethnicity, registered GP practice, geographical area of residence (known as lower-layer super output area (LSOA)), and sex. There were concerns surrounding which demographic values to choose as a patient’s true value when multiple values were presented (particularly in the same year by different providers).

Around 5% of the SID IDs with primary care demographics had different “current” age values. We challenged the assumption that the most recently processed record was presented as the truest reflection, as some providers (particularly new providers) may submit historical or backdated activity records. Instead, we made the assumption that GP practice data would be the best source of a current age as it was the most frequently and recently updated record in the database. With the conflicting age values, we decided to use the process date stamp and a notional age from the primary care record to derive an age for longitudinal analyses (such as the age at diagnosis or age at hospital admission). This
value was up to 1 year out (i.e., a patient could be 40 years + 11 months), so we weighted everyone to be in the middle of their given age (e.g., 40 = 40.5).

For each patient, the data processing team attempted to fill a new table called “demographic milestones.” This was primarily based on primary care data and had a single record per patient per calendar year representing the best assumption of age, the GP practice they were registered to, and where they lived at the beginning of that year (information was taken as close to the 1st of January as possible). This was a compromise in terms of building a longitudinal picture resulting in changes (such as a change in GP practice, address move or a death) within years not identified until the following milestone record.

3.1.2. Conflicting Date Stamps and Sparse Historical Events

The event date was often poorly complete, with much of the data either missing or given the date at which it was processed into the EHR. In many cases, the two values would be the same if data were processed into the EHR during or soon after the activity. However, with backdated/historical records added by new providers, as well as a focus on the age at which events occurred, we quickly identified that many more clinical events (such as strokes) were occurring (and an increasing trend over time) in the most recent five years of data for SID than in earlier years; this represented either that strokes occurring further back in time were missing, or that they had been misattributed to the time in which they entered the database. Published incidence figures indicate a modestly increasing but relatively stable incidence of strokes each year [14]. While primary care practices might be expected to hold full lifetime data on their patients, we found data was particularly sparse for patients who had moved into the area with a history of service use in other parts of the country. We, therefore, concluded that lower incidence in previous years was likely to be due to the absence of record rather than the absence of an event. This reduced our ability to use SID for historical prevalence or incidence estimates.

3.1.3. Death

It was difficult to establish which patients had died and when they died. Checking against publicly available death data [20], we identified an under-recording of death in SID patient-level records. If not indicated as deceased, these patients might inadvertently be categorised as “alive and healthy” due to their lack of healthcare usage, or they might have moved out of the area but been retained on a Sussex GP’s register.

We also found some cases where patients had multiple dates of death attributed to them. This could be attributed to some providers adding a date of notification of death and others the occurrence or even the registration of death. Similarly to an age value, we weighted primary care as likely the most accurate value for the date of death, only using other sources of information if primary care data was missing.

3.1.4. Visitors to Sussex

Sussex, being a rural and coastal county, attracts a large number of visitors (around 62 million tourism visits are taken in Sussex annually). Rother, Eastbourne, Hastings, Chichester and Brighton and Hove all have a ratio of tourist trips to the local resident population of more than 40:1 [28]. These visitors may need on-the-day and emergency healthcare. This tourism use of healthcare in Sussex was evidenced by there being more than 3 million SID IDs (based on individual NHS numbers and DOB information) in comparison to an estimated 1.8 million currently GP-registered people across Sussex. Around 2.2 million of the SID IDs were identified as being current or former Sussex residents. Around 40% patients in SID had a single entry in the database; this proportion roughly corresponds to the excess in patient IDs that were found.
Of course, new patients will enter the database (either moving into the area or as babies registering with services), and some patients will die; these patients (as well as those visitor service users) may be of genuine interest, depending on the questions being asked of the dataset. As such, some SID IDs will legitimately have only one record, but it was important to distinguish whether a patient should have just one or a handful of records (i.e., they were a visitor, and as such, can be excluded if analysing case history/health/life events) or whether their history is absent due to errors in data processing or in porting their record between GP practices when they moved.

This was particularly important in our attempts to build a picture of patient journeys, their long-term conditions and multimorbidity based on the evidence of diagnostic codes in encounters/activity in the absence of disease registers; we could have mistakenly attributed a data-omitted/visiting patients as healthy and low service using, inflating the picture of healthy patients within Sussex.

How to distinguish tourists or visitors from “healthy” residents with no service use was identified as an important task. In the processing of the demographic milestones table, the SID ID was checked to see if there was any evidence of a primary care registration (and if that registration was to a Sussex practice) as well as whether the patient’s residence (aggregated to lower-layer super output area (LSOA)) was in the county. Therefore, the demographic milestones table was instrumental in reducing the decision-making burden on analysts to search every raw data record linked to an ID because it sequenced records and automated processes to decide which record was relevant for that time period. The table meant we could quickly make a decision about excluding patients who had missing data, where they were identified as non-residents. This process also helped us explain why our multimorbidity analyses substantially over-represented patients with few or no long-term conditions because we originally included health tourists.

3.1.5. Duplication

SID data storage requirements were estimated to grow by 100 GB every 3 months across the different tables of data as new providers came on board and fed historical data as well as new regular feeds. Exploratory work identified that about 10% of the data was duplicated to some degree. New records were sometimes updates of older, perhaps incomplete records. However, new data did not replace old data, it was simply added on top, and we had to adjust our analyses to recognise this and to ensure we were not overcounting patients or events. Scripts to achieve these adjustments (identification and removal of duplicates) were automated so that processing and transformation decisions to choose which records should be counted would subsequently be run automatically on each data update.

3.1.6. GP Practice List Sizes

To understand the completeness of primary care data imports into SID and reconcile who our “resident and registered” populations were, we compared published patient list numbers from NHS Digital [19] with the number of records linked to the same organisation in SID.

This exercise showed that some GP practices were submitting patient lists that were much larger or smaller than expected. For one practice, their original uploads contained records four times the number of patients on lists from NHS Digital. These discrepancies were often the result of incomplete closure or de-registering from one practice to another.

We ran data visualisations to compare the age/sex structure of data imported into SID to published outputs from NHS Digital to further support identifying if there were extra patients in particular age groups (such as older cohorts not being de-registered). The visualisation took the form of population pyramids (Figure 2), with bars representing SID data and lines representing published list size data.
We ran data visualisations to compare the age/sex structure of data imported into SID to published outputs from NHS Digital to further support identifying if there were extra patients in particular age groups (such as older cohorts not being de-registered). The visualisation took the form of population pyramids (Figure 2), with bars representing SID data and lines representing published list size data.

Figure 2. Population structure of six primary care organisations in SID compared to published list sizes. SID data (Jan 2021 extract) represented in bars and NHS digital data (Jan 2021 extract) represented in lines. Note: the scales on each pyramid are different.

Sharing this report and the analysis code with the data team at SID prompted the team to investigate some of the discrepancies further. These discrepancies led to the SID data team identifying a data processing error linked to practices re-registering existing patients with a start date on a subsequent record before the end date of the initial registration. Once this was rectified, some of the GP practice list sizes came much closer to those expected from NHS Digital data.

3.2. Identifying Multiple Long-Term Conditions

As the data quality issues were addressed, we began to create usable datasets to analyse patient journeys and life events with the goal of assessing multimorbidity and patient encounters with health services over their life course.

We found the open-source code lists we initially chose were poor at identifying patients. Searching for the codes in the generic code lists, with the aim of identifying full disease cohorts, led to an initial underrepresentation of patients when matched to expected numbers from outside sources. We found that this was due to conditions being coded with Read or SNOMED codes but usually not both. We also found that symptom and process codes were used rather than established or audited diagnostic codes. After multiple iterations of code lists, we were satisfied that our SID-specific code lists were returning roughly accurate numbers of patients with each condition of interest.

We plotted the proportion of patients at each age with 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or ≥5 conditions. Initially, the number of conditions by age was flat and did not increase with age (Figure 3a). Following exploration of the patients with little or no health history (and as such no evidence of diagnoses), likely recent arrivals or visitors to Sussex, as described above, these patients were removed, and a more expected plot was achieved with older age groups having higher numbers of long-term conditions (Figure 3b).
evidence of diagnoses), likely recent arrivals or visitors to Sussex, as described above, (a) Multiple long-term conditions by age group in one GP practice (all contributed patients); (b) Multiple long-term conditions by age group in one GP practice (only SID patients with >1 SID entry).

3.3. Visualisation of Multiple Service Use over Time

We produced multiple plots of service interactions for individual patients (see an example in Figure 4). From feedback from commissioners and potential future users of SID outputs, this was chosen as a novel way of summarising patient histories (and highlighting data omitted patients) and helped to express the breadth of data within SID and how the use of various services interacted. It showcased encounters with all services, including primary care, community services, hospital admissions, and social service referrals.

Figure 3. (a) Multiple long-term conditions by age group in one GP practice (all contributed patients); (b) Multiple long-term conditions by age group in one GP practice (only SID patients with >1 SID entry).

Figure 4. Plot of Service Interaction: showing an example patient’s interaction with selected Sussex services based on data supplied into SID between 2017 and 2022.

This patient journey plot was particularly useful for identifying patterns of events for a small cohort of patients (e.g., focussing on a single organisation, with patients aged 85+ years who had had at least one fall in the previous year and multiple long-term conditions).
4. Discussion and Reflections

This article reports the first attempt by any team to interrogate and look comprehensively at the data imported into SID. This activity resulted in significant contributions to improvements in the way SID imports and structures data and laid the foundation for understanding how to build a semantic layer and data models for the analysis and interpretation of data. Key lessons learned were that we quickly needed a practical way of prioritising the most likely value out of competing demographic variables from various sources. In SID, hundreds of health care providers across multiple data systems were adding patient level data to an expanding “data lake.” In the early days of understanding the data, we spent much energy and time trying to understand which of multiple conflicting values should be used, not just for a single patient but to create rules for automated processing across a whole database. Creating an automated demographics table, which was populated with weighted values for each calendar year, helped both with identifying reliable and stable demographics and also helped with identifying patients who died or who did not live in the county. Creating scripts to achieve this data quality improvement held the team back from achieving their full aims in terms of producing a robust analysis of the population, because SID was at an earlier stage of development than initially realised. One benefit, however, was that the early stage of the SID development meant that changes, new features and processing scripts could be implemented in near real-time. The strong relationships formed with the data team within the ICP, accompanied by their willingness to work collaboratively together to solve problems, meant that whilst we did not accomplish the full set of aims of the project around complex analyses and modelling, we laid the foundations for a longer-term ambition of work with a community of development analysts. Further lessons around data quality were that we could not rely on historical data to contain a complete picture of patient health, and we could not rely on open-source code lists to accurately identify patients with particular conditions in the Sussex systems. These issues were identified, and work was possible to rectify the difficulties by using other published data sources to which we could compare the results of SID data queries. Lastly, we achieved significant progress in understanding the skills and analysis steps required to make use of integrated datasets for public health purposes in Sussex and highlighted technical skills gaps in public health intelligence teams which are now being addressed.

Key analysis techniques developed through this work were: methods for adapting open-source code lists of conditions to ensure completeness, identifying deceased patients or visitors to the county, and using visualisations of the timeline from a single patient identifier or a small cohort of patients to look at similarities and differences in patterns of service use over time. This latter method was limited to small numbers of patients. At scale, capturing the general pattern of several hundred patient journeys visually remains difficult, but conceptual progress was made on how to record the sequence of interactions with service and diagnosis rather than simply noting the co-occurrence of events. For example, some consultations include key decision points by healthcare professionals, and pulling these out from among various events may be key to understanding patients’ overall care pathways within the systems. This technique will be highly valuable for using integrated data to improve joined-up service and system planning. We are continuing to develop methods for quantifying patterns, such as fields denoting the sequence of health events (e.g., two emergency admissions preceding a service referral or number of diagnosed conditions before a health event). This inevitably reduces the nuances of the health histories of individuals but offers a method of analysing patterns at scale and will form the basis of future work.

The project resulted in greater than anticipated learning about the impact of data architecture and information governance decisions on the functionality of an integrated dataset and the ability to carry out analysis for public health purposes, as well as the quality assurance required to develop and maintain integrated datasets, and therefore resulted in a significant contribution to the development of SID as a resource for public health and the NHS in Sussex.
Teams curating other UK data resources have presented limited information on assessing and overcoming their data quality issues in published data resource profiles [29–33], but to our knowledge, few papers have discussed these early quality issues centred around the curation of the database, and their solutions, in-depth. International research has reported on assessments of domains of data quality such as completeness, consistency and accuracy in health records [34–36], but mainly these reports focus on the correspondence between the information in the record and the state of health or illness of the patient. Our paper addresses the data curation and processing issues encountered when a newly linked database of multiple sources of health data is created for the first time. Some studies have reported, like us, that “off-the-shelf” code lists do not find all expected cases of data and that it is hard to interpret the reasons for apparently missing cases of conditions under study [37]; teams have proposed methods for developing more comprehensive code lists which rely on additional or contextual codes [38,39]. Other studies have identified that incorrect or missing time stamps on data entry mean that mapping the process of patients through the healthcare system can be unreliable and have proposed methods for taking this into account [40]. Furthermore, data quality issues with EHR-based research were revealed during the COVID-19 pandemic when two high-profile COVID-19 papers based on EHR data were swiftly retracted [41]. This led a consortium of EHR researchers to write a guide to appraising EHR data quality and aptitude for answering clinical questions [41]. They urge researchers to take notice of issues such as documentation of data handling and data completeness related to data type (e.g., signs and symptoms missing from coded data because they are captured in unstructured clinic notes). Future research, which brings together recognised quality issues and provides frameworks for reporting on data processing and curation steps in health databases (collectively known as data provenance) would be of value to the health data community.

4.1. Strengths and Limitations

Data quality in SID was at a much lower level than we initially anticipated, substantially limiting our initial aims to use the data for complex longitudinal analyses. One example was the lack of date of birth; the decision not to include DOB in the SID was made on the basis of patient privacy and information governance rules. Age defined as a year was not sensitive enough for many analyses, such as potential years of life lost or healthy life expectancy at any granular level. Instead, we sought to create nominal years of birth and crude ages (in years) to enable certain analyses, such as age at the onset of conditions. We spent much time trying to identify if we had the right number and age/sex spread of patients in the SID as submitted from general practices. Our team identified substantial unexpected discrepancies between published GP patient lists and patient IDs in the SID. Although identifying these errors took up research time and effort, we were able to share code and findings with the SID data team. The use of annotated R scripts for our exploratory work meant that the data team could follow our annotated analysis step by step and reproduce the results we had seen. They identified an error in data onboarding and processing which was subsequently rectified. Creating annotated and sharable code was, therefore, a strength, and integral to the success of the project and the development of the database.

We noticed further data limitations in the number of historical health events and diagnoses; these were recorded much less than expected in data 5 years or older. Further exploration on whether the rise was due to more accurate recording in recent years and whether lower incidence in previous years was due to an absence of records rather than the absence of an event would be helpful, especially if SID will be used to track the prevalence of long-term conditions and multi-morbidity over time. In the future, as more data is received, there will be greater confidence that the database contains full health and social care activity for a given patient, and the limitations of using historical data for each patient will be more fully understood.
4.2. Key Learning for Public Health and Future Plans

The exploration of data in the SID has allowed the focussing of the types of public health questions which can realistically be asked of these newly linked datasets. For example, dates of condition onset were particularly hard to identify with any confidence, although existence of conditions was fairly easy to establish. Further challenges to overcome to gain meaningful and quality research outcomes for public health planning include understanding the completeness of a patient’s history of service use and gaining confidence that the right cohort of patients has been identified without browsing the whole dataset. We hope that with further work, PH teams can use these data sets to understand multimorbidity and complex service use across the Sussex population in a way that has not been done before. To do this, we have identified specific learning needs within the teams for programming and data retrieval skills that will enable complex analyses of linked data. Developing further the partnership between public health and academia can further this learning and bring in new skills and analysis techniques; this may become formalised in a training programme for SID analysts. While the early stages of using these new datasets may be slow, we hope that in time they will become trustworthy and high-quality data sources for identifying communities or groups who would benefit from public health interventions to reduce health inequalities and can be used for evaluating the impact of public health interventions as they are rolled out. Collaborative working with clinicians, commissioners, analysts and PH strategic leads will enable linked data to lead to changes in the health and care system.

4.3. Conclusions

Building a secure and usable health data infrastructure and community, essentially from scratch, is a huge undertaking. In this initial data exploration, we made progress toward understanding linked NHS and social care data in our geography and towards creating processes that will improve its quality for all future uses. We will continue to build and work with our emerging community of university researchers, local authority public health teams, NHS dataset teams, and public representatives to foster methodological and analytical skills and capacity and identify additional data sources to augment health data for public health planning and policy.
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